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3rd 9 Weeks, Week Three 

January 18-21, 2021 Yearbook Calendar 

This is the beginning of crunch time!  We will be working on the layouts we 

can do this first few weeks.  

Week Two 

January 18-21 

Topic / Activities Homework Date Due 

Monday, 
January 18 

Layouts Continue working on your layouts.  

Read the attached article and discuss any ideas in 
Zoom meeting on Tuesday.  

January 
18 

Tuesday, 
January 19 

Layouts Zoom to discuss and work on layouts.  (By 
appointment). 

Continue working on your layouts.  

January 
19 

Wednesday, 
January 20 

Layouts Continue working on your layouts January 
20 

Thursday, 
January 21 

Layouts Zoom to discuss and work on layouts 

Continue working on layouts/ 

January 
21 

My “regular schedule” begins today. I will Zoom with you on Tuesdays at 1 or 
1:30 individually if you need help. Thursdays will be our weekly meeting slot.  

 

 



 

Monday, Jan. 18 – read the attached article and let’s look at ideas to jazz up our 
portrait pages!  Also, these tips may not work yet this year because of not having 
students in the building, but they are still great ideas for next year. 

 Tuesday, Jan. 19 – We will Zoom and work individually on the pages we have done. 

Wednesday, Jan. 20 – Continue working on your layouts.  

Thursday, Jan. 21 – Let’s work on headlines and captions. I will help you!. We will 
Zoom to check in and work on them. Again, allow extra time. 

Last week’s goals:  

 Develop a way to get selfies from students for portrait pages. (Mr. Terry will help 
us with this in February!) 

 Get names on portrait pages. 
 Work on layouts. 
 Ask teachers for help in interviewing students about their first semester. 

 Portrait pages – names 

 Complete layouts with headlines and captions; begin new ones 

 Work on contacting students for jobs’ pics and interviews 

 Work with Donita and Mr. Terry to schedule senior formal pics 

This week’s goals: 

 We need this week to be a time to complete and check off some of last 
week’s goal! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Easy-to-Use Yearbook Design Ideas for Class 

& Portrait Pages  

https://blog.treering.com/yearbook-design-ideas-portrait-sections/ 

 

 

If there’s anything that holds back yearbook class pages, it’s that most yearbook teams 

rely too much on portraits. 

 

https://blog.treering.com/yearbook-design-ideas-portrait-sections/


That might sound crazy, but hear us out: 

While these layouts need be packed with, well, portraits, the space around students’ faces 

offers near-limitless opportunity to include interesting design elements. Ignoring that 

means missing out on ideas like incorporating theme designs, using poll results to create 

compelling visualizations, or adding student-focused mods to create a more personal 

approach to the pages. 

See where we’re going with this? Class and portrait pages are the bulk of the yearbook. 

And they’re often the bulk of any boredom. 

Inside this post, we’ll break down why class and portrait pages are often boring, what you 

can do to beat that, and how you can make yours great—with a few examples along the 

way. Read on. 

Why are class and portrait pages often boring? 

Let’s face it: Portraits are the lifeblood of your yearbook. They’re the most visited pages 

of your book—right now and years from now. 

Because of their popularity, yearbook teams are often nervous to try something different 

with their class and portrait pages. And we understand where those nerves come from: 

Mess up those pages and you’ve messed up the most popular part of the yearbook. 

But that’s not the only reason: These pages need to be easy for even the most distracted 

reader to understand. And since familiarity heightens comprehension, there’s yet another 

reason to keep things the similar. 

The problem, though, is that “similar” is often mistaken for boring. 

How to pull off a great portrait page 

Now, unlike other foundational sections of your yearbook, you can’t get too creative with 

the layout and design of portrait pages. They’re expected to look a certain way, and any 



departure from that will almost certainly lead to grumbling in the hallways. What you can 

do, however, is complement you students’ grinning mugs with a lil’ somethin’ we in the 

business call yearbook mods. 

If you’re unfamiliar with them, mods are the yearbook equivalent of a sidebar or excerpt 

designed to support the central purpose of a given page. Think of them like the maps, 

timelines, and definitions that supplement the dense columns of a history book except. 

The students at Garrett High School used a theme tie-in mod to pull their theme, “here’s 

to us,” into their yearbook’s portrait pages. Check it out: 

 

You’ll notice the standard gridded layout, the names of the students in each row pushed 

to the edges of the page. But then there’s that small section (making up about a fifth of 

the page) towards the bottom. In it, students depicted in the portraits above are shown 

posing, holding blackboards that tell the reader what they’re most excited about. 

https://blog.treering.com/content-yearbook-mod-ideas/


If you’re not looking to double down in images of students themselves on your portrait 

pages, you can also tweak the layout of your spreads (slightly!) to make room for small 

infographics. 

That’s exactly what Santa Rosa High School did: 

 

By polling your student body throughout the year, you can give yourself mountains of 

data with which to create these intricate little visualization. Instead of simply calling out 

statistics or glomming them all together into their own spread, making them into eye-

popping feats of design and incorporating infographics into your portrait pages can help 

to break up the unending wall of students’ faces. 

Just look at the example above: not only do the yearbook mods add to the substance of 

the page: they enhance its aesthetic appeal, too. 

Why a class page is a great idea 



On some yearbook teams, there’s a preference to keep portrait pages straightforward. We 

get that. But even then, there’s an opportunity to tell a fuller story of a class’ year. You 

just need to use candids along with portraits. 

The yearbook team at Oakwood School does great work with this approach, building a 

class page spread with a journalistic approach that goes before the portraits. The result? A 

really nice looking, really comprehensive snapshot of the year for those students. 

Check it out: 

 

In the bottom left hand corner of the layout you’ll notice a student spotlight section, in 

which the experiences of one student are captured in both narrative and photograph form. 

Opposite that, a quote from another student conveys the central reasons for which she 

loves her school. And between these two unique features, candid shots of students in the 

class are juxtaposed for a fun yet crisp look. 



Is there a better way to dive into the uniform columns and rows of seventh grade 

portraits? Maybe not. 

Class and portrait pages make an appearance in virtually every yearbook ever created, but 

that doesn’t mean they all need to look the exact same. By incorporating yearbook mods 

and switching up some key design elements, you can turn these old standbys into fresh, 

new content that your students will love. 

 

Get a Free Bookof Yearbook Ideas 

 

MOST POPULAR 

V 

 

5 Tips to Help You Find Your Yearbook Theme 

 

 

How Jimmy Fallon Writes a Funny Yearbook Superlatives List & You Can, Too 

 

 

The One Set of Yearbook Flyers That Can Boost Your Sales By 50% 

 

 

https://www.treering.com/request-sample/
https://www.treering.com/request-sample/
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https://blog.treering.com/one-set-yearbook-flyers-can-boost-sales/
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https://treering.us4.list-manage.com/subscribe/post?u=6e51f55bb2f5b3b9591093980&id=eeef086202
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